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Abstract
Today’sbusinessenvironment
is characterizedas
knowledgebeing the critical resource for any
business activity. By automatingmanyof their
routine businessprocesses,companies
are able to
save time and valuable humanresources.
Workflow
management
systems can serve as the
basis for collaborativecomputing,as evidenced
by their growing
popularity. Thispaperdescribes
currentresearchefforts to developa collaborative
computingenvironment,Postdoc-Next
Generation
(NG). The developmentof Postdoc-NG
is based
1, a documentmanagement
on Postdoc©
system
developedat NASA-Ames
Research Center, and
currently used throughout NASA.This effort
requires the redesign of the current Postdoc
architecture with a focus on knowledge
management
(KM), including the handling
metadata,supportingworkflow
applicationlogic,
andan object orientedarchitectureto facilitate
user-managed
data collection.

Introduction
Today’s business environmentis characterized by
knowledge being the critical resource for any
business activity (Becerra-Fernandez
et. al., 2000).
The environmentis characterized as one with:
1. Increasing complexity: The complexity
of the underlying domains (internal,
external,
competitive,
process,
technology,etc.) is increasing;
2. Accelerating volatility:
The pace of
change(volatility) within each domain
increasing;
3. Speed of responsiveness:
The time
required to take action based uponsubtle
changes within and across domains is
decreasing; and
4. Less experience: Individuals with
decision-making authority potentially
have less tenure with the organization
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than ever before, due to such factors as
high employeeturn over rates.
Traditional information systems are based on a
consented interpretation based on the company’s
business culture and management’s needs.
Computergenerated information typically does
not lend itself to interpretation that produces
action, and knowledgeimplies action based on the
information.
Today’s fast paced highly
competitive business world forces the need for
variety and complexityin the interpretation of
information generated by computersystems.
Group-decision making tools can help
companiesmakebetter decisions by capturing the
knowledgefrom groups of experts. Furthermore,
companies that capture their customer’s
preferences can improvetheir customer service,
which translates to larger profits (BecerraFernandezet. al., 1998a). Organizations are now
concentrating their efforts not only in gathering
documentation, but also in discovering new
knowledge, by mining the knowledge and
experiences of their employees, customers, and
competitors.
In its purest sense, workflowrepresents the
automation of a business process. Workflow
Management Systems (WfMS)are tools that
support defning, creating, and managing the
execution ofworkflowprocesses2. In other words,
they provide a methodof capturing the steps that
lead to the completionof a project within a fixed
time frame. WfMS
such as factory assemblylines
have been around for some time. By automating
many of their routine business processes,
companies are able to save time and valuable
humanresources. WfMS
can serve as the basis
for collaborative computing,as evidencedby their
growing popularity. Workflowsystems provide a
mechanismfor the analysis and optimization of
the entire process involved in completing a
project. One benefit of using a WfMS
is that it
2 WorkflowManagementCoalition, Terminology
and Glossary (1999)
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provides the user with an audit of necessaryskills
and resourcesprior to project initiation. Workflow
systemsalso provide a platform for the replication
and reuse of stored processes. Finally, WfMS
can
also serve as training tools since they provide a
broad overviewwith detailed operations of tasks
as well as an identification of possible "weak
links" in a process.
The Web provides a readily available
communications
infrastructure for the building of
WfMS.WfMSthat provide Webinterfaces are
referred to as web-enabled,while those that use
Web technology
as their
underlying
communication
infrastructure are considered webbased. For example, Lotus Notes TM3, the most
widely deployed document managementsystem,
was developed as a client-server application.
Both the emergenceof the Webas the portal of
choice for information systems, motivated Lotus
to develop Domino~M,it’s web-enabledfront-end
for LotusNotes.
This paper describes current research efforts
to develop the collaborative
computing
environment Postdoc-Next Generation (NG). Our
current research efforts are aimedat re-designing
Postdoc into a web-based document management
system that takes full advantage of the web by
using it as its underlying infrastructure. The
workflow componentis being designed to take
advantage of the communicationsand interfaces
that the weboffers. The motivation for this new
development is based on the current use of
Postdoc by project teams throughout several
NASAcenters. The addition of the workflow
functionality has been requested by manyof
Postdoc’s current users. Therefore, augmenting
Postdoc with workflowsupports the innovative
efforts of these teams workinganywhere, and at
any time.
Postdoc-NG

System Overview

The Postdoc software required a development
effort of five person-yearsof software codingand
testing, beginning with the NewMillennium
Electronic Documentation Project in the
Computational Sciences Division at NASA-Ames
Research Center (Becerra-Fernandez et. al.,
2000). The New Millennium Electronic
DocumentationProject was the first NASA
webbased lntranet defined for a very large program
involving six DeepSpace missions, three Earth
Orbiting missions and six technology teams in
1995. This effort involved studying howwidely
3 http://www.lotusnotes.com
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dispersed teams interact and what web-basedtools
are most effective for
overcoming their
geographical differences
and
varying
computational environments. Postdocis a multiuser, web-based document managementsystem
that is currently used primarily for document
storage and retrieval, including wordprocessing
documents,spreadsheets, slides, illustrations,
images, video, audio, software archives, and
others. Currently, Postdoc’sarchitecture is being
re-designed in Postdoc-NG,with a focus on KM,
to be able to handle metadata and support
workflowapplication logic. An object-oriented
(OO)architecture facilitates the objectives
allowing user-manageddata collection through
object attributes and application extensions
(Knight and Aha, 2000). This new architecture
allows Postdoc-NGto be able to support the
addition of user application tools, or plug-ins,
such that users are able to define their own
workflowscripts. Adequate access control and
authenticationis also beingre-designedin order to
support a wide variety of users. With these
changes Postdoc-NGwill be muchmore flexible
and be able to support a KMenvironment.
The new Postdoc-NG incorporates
workflow management functionality.
The
addition of workflowcapabilities is importantin
the context of allowing version control in the
collaborative developmentof documents,such as
change requests, documentreviews, and proposal
writing (Becerra-Femandezet. al., 2000). The
workflowmoduleis able to track changes in the
states of documents,proposals drafted, submitted,
reviewed, voted on, and tallied in a virtual
collaborative environment.Dispersedgroups will
benefit from a true dynamic, collaborative
environment.
Workflowfunctionality provides the
Postdoc-NGuser with the following features and
capabilities:
1. Graphical Workflow Design: The
graphical user interface (GUI) that
provides the meansfor creating workflow
processes by defining the flow and the
tasks that needto be performed.
2. Rules: The logic that needs to be
integrated into the workflowdefinition.
3. Exception Handling: The system must
be able to handleexceptionsand errors.
4. Monitoring: The ability to monitor the
status of workflowinstances.
5. Auditing: Involves being able to log and
report time and cost of the workflow
process.
6. Notification: The workfiowapplication
must be able to inform users of new

tasks, warn them of late tasks, and
reroute tasks to other users.
7. Documentattachments: The ability to
effectively attach documents to the
workflow.
The most important objective for the workflow
functionality is that it seamlesslyintegrates with
the PostDoc-NGsystem. While the features that
are to be incorporated into this workflow
managementsystem are not vastly different or
superior to workflowtools that are currently on
the market, the real benefit comesfrom howthe
WfMSaugments the current capabilities
of
Postdoc. Other tools, such as Staffware2000,
FileNet’s Visual Workflo, and IBM’sMQseries,
offer similar features such as visual workfiow
design, user defined rules and application logic,
webfunctionality, and role-oriented workflowtask
assignments.
The PostDoc-NG workflow
management system, however, is specifically
designed to operate within the PostDoc-NG
system architecture. This allows the workflow
functionality to access and manageall objectoriented features of this systemincluding access
control, documenthandling, documentmetadata
management,and user application components.
Visual Design Interface
Ourobjective for the visual designinterface is to
makeit possible for a user to graphically design a
workflow on-demand. We are planning to
customize an already developedgraphical design
applet based on the application of Petri Nets for
the purpose of creating an adequate graphical
visualization tool. APetri Net visualization tool
contains the three fundamentalelements neededto
graphically design a workflow, the place, the
transition, and the arc. Graphicvisualization tools
can be used to design and modelPetri nets using
these basic elements. Throughan application or
applet, a user can graphically add places and
transitions, and drawarcs to interconnect them.
The essential
components of a workflow,
particularly the ones used for this tool, can be
mappedout to these basic elements. A workflow
state can be representedby a place; a condition or
task completion event can be represented by a
transition; and arcs can be used to interconnect
places and transitions and direct the flow of the
workflow process. By highlighting a place
representing a state, a person can view pertinent
information about that state such as descriptive
headers, associated documents, participant
assignments, and timing information.
The
graphical design tool can be customized to
manipulate the internal state of a workflowthus

effectively designingit via easily understandable
visual components.
Workflow Tool Design Concepts
The workflow tool makes use of the objectoriented design features of PostDoc-NG to
accomplish its goals. Animportant design issue
for this project was to develop a tool that would
be useful across all possible circumstances. A
user "sandbox" programming environment was
envisioned as a way to resolve this. This
environment was developed as a set of generic
componentsthat could be used for the design of
any workflow process. The workflowcomponents
are madeup of GUIinterfaces that are used to
specify workflowattributes and processes. These
componentsallow the specification of workflow
participants,
relevant documents, timing
information, and step metadata. The workflow
makes use of a critical design feature of the
PostDoc-NG system that is capable of
generalizing across all possible workflow
circumstances and creating a true "sandbox"
programming environment, thus providing the
ability to specify and execute programming
functions on objects within the OOdatabase.
Withthis feature, a user or workflowdesigner can
specify what event happensat the completionof a
step or task, whataction to take in the case of an
unexpected occurrence,
or what path to
programmatieally select from within the
workflow. The tool provides an environment by
whichthe generic attributes of a workflowprocess
can be designed. The specifics are left up to the
user.
An important componentof the workflow
tool is the EventManager.Basically, it provides a
way to execute an object methodat a specified
time. This componentis important because it
adds a crucial timing element to the workflow
tool. It is used primarily to set deadlines for
workflow tasks and to periodically check for
updated documents. The workflowdesigner uses
the interfaces described aboveto set the timing
and function informationfor an event.
Application Logic
Applicationlogic in this context refers to howthe
workflowtool makesdecisions on what action to
take according to a specified circumstance.
Becausethe tool is designed to be usable in all
possible situations, the description of this logic
will be confined to the underlying systemevents
that are used to makedecisions rather than actual
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workflowcircumstances. However,an exampleof
the application of these underlying system
principles to the processing of real world events
will be described.
The workflowitself is modeledafter a
finite state machine (FSM). Like an FSM,
consists of states and transitions. In the designof
this tool, each workflowtask is considereda state.
Transitions are used to organize the flow of the
tool from one state to another. Each state
represents a task that, whencompleted,triggers a
workflowevent and makesa transition to the next
appropriate state. A workflowevent is a function
scripted by the workflowdesigner that executes a
specific set of programmingcommands.
The application logic consists of three
areas. Theseare the acknowledgement
that a task
hasbeencompleted,
theselection
ofa state
froma
range
ofpossible
states
inthecaseofbranching
workflow
processes,
andtheimplementation
ofan
exception
handling
mechanism
forunexpected
occurrences
in theworkflow.
Allrequire
the
event
manager
andtheprocessing
ofsomeinternal
workflowcondition.
A task is considered
complete
whena user-specified
condition
is
satisfied.
Theworkflow
event
forthattaskisthen
triggered
andthetransition
tothenextstepis
made.A branching
workfow
contains
atleastone
state
thathastransitions
tomorethanoneother
state.
Inthiscase,
a workflow-dcfincd
variable
determines the selected transition. Exception
handling in this tool allows the user to specify
what action to take in case of an unexpected
occurrence. An unexpected occurrence can be a
workflowexceptionsuch as a misseddeadline or a
system exception such as a server error. These
exceptions are handled through the sending of an
email notification to someone who has been
appointed as a workflow overseer. Further
developmentin this area can include morerobust
exception handling designed for specific types of
exceptions.
A condition is used within a workflowto
specify what is required for a task to be
completed.The user choosesone or more
conditions
foreachworkflow
state
atdesign
time
froma finite
setofpre-defincd
conditions.
These
conditions
arcthepassing
of a deadline,
the
updateof a documentor folder,and user
notification
thata taskhasbeencompleted.
Inthe
caseof thepassing
of a deadline,
theevent
manager
isusedtosetanevent
thattriggers
the
transition
tothenextstate.
Ifthere
areseveral
possible
states
tochoose
fromthenaninternal
variable
isusedtoselect
fromoneofthepossible
states.
Inthecaseoftheupdate
ofa document
or
folder,
themodification
timeofthese
objects
are
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checked
periodically
foranychanges,
ifsothen
thecondition
issatisfied.
Asfortheselection
of
theuser-notification
condition,
thetask
participant
isasked
tofillouta web-page
formthatspecifies
thata particular
taskcompleted.
Theevent
manager
isagain
usedtoperiodically
determine
if
thisformhasbccnfilledout.Whenit is,a
transition
is triggered.
Through
thefunction
interface,
theworkflow
designer
is allowed
to
script
a function
thatoccurs
whenthecondition
hasbeensatisfied.
Whatwc usually
intend
to
happen
isthat
participants
thatareassigned
tothe
nexttaskarenotified
by emailwithrelated
documents
orlinks
anda description
ofwhatthey
arcexpected
todo.
An exampleof a processwherethis
workflow
toolwouldbe usefulis a proposal
review
process.
A preliminary
stepinthedesign
ofthisworkflow
istoidentify
theparticipants
and
documents
to be involved,
whattasksarcto be
completed,
andwhatsequence
thesestepsshould
bein.Inthisexample,
theparticipants
would
be
theperson(s)
submitting
theproposal
andthe
review
panel.
Additional
participants
caninclude
a workflow
manager
oroverseer
thatisnotified
if
thereis any unexpectedoccurrence.
The
documents
canbc identified
as a preliminary
proposal
document
anda panelreview
document.
Thetasks
aretheinitial
submission
oftheproposal
document,
thereviewof thisdocument
by the
proposal
committee,
and theresultsof the
proposal
committee
review.
Thisprocess
canbe
translated
forimplementation
within
theworkflow
toolasfollows:
First
a general
folder
canbeadded
tothesystem
environment
thatwillbe usedtohandle
proposal
documents.
Thecondition
forthefirst
stepcanbc
considered
satisfied
whena document
hasbeen
uploaded
into
thisfolder.
Thecondition
fortheproposal
review
canbespecified
asa timeddeadline
condition.
The committee has a set amount of time to
complete the proposal review document.
Whenthis deadline has passed this documentcan
be sent via email to the person(s) submitting the
proposal.
Additionally, an exception can be
specified in the case of the proposal documentnot
being completed or modified by enoughreviewers
by the task deadline. Asa result of the use of this
tool, this process is automated and completed
muchmoreefficiently.
Future Plans
Postdoc-NGoffers manypossibilities to improve
collaborative environments, for example, the

proposal review process. Currently, Postdoc
notifies users of any changesin the document.In
Postdoc-NG,notifications will be set for specific
changes that modify particular states of the
document(Becerra-Fernandezet. al., 2000).
Another possible consideration is the
provision of an active lessons-learned module.
Users want to be able to benefit from knowledge
gained in previous projects that are contained
within archived documents.For example, e-mails
can be a rich source of lessons learned. Users can
extract solutions and best practices from past
experiences to avoid repeating costly mistakes.
Currently an application of the use of case based
reasoning technology is being explored to
accomplishthis purpose (Knight and Aha, 2000).
The new augmentedfeatures of PostdocNGare expected to prove invaluable to other key
processes in NASA,for example in the Payload
Processing Customer Support Process. The
augmented Postdoc-NG environment with
workflow, document management,and groupware
capabilities
would be useful to develop a
prototype for collaborative computingideal for
the NASA-KSC
Payload Processing Directorate.
This application will improve the Payload
Processing Customer Support process--by
combininga central repository of information and
a work_flow system through a commonwebinterface. This application will improve and
streamline business processes and the sharing of
organizational knowledge(Becerra-Femandezet.
al., 1998b). With the integration of workflow,
document management,and groupware, PostdocNGwill provide a mechanismfor virtual team
collaborations inside as well as outside NASA.
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